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In this paper, we suggest a quantum protocol to transmit any quantum information,

namely, quantum sequential ε-secure transmission scheme. The scheme is constructed via

some modified quantum secret (or state) sharing method. Actually, these schemes signifi-

cantly rely on the idea of approximation of the well-known private quantum channel using

randomly selected n-qubit Pauli matrices. We focus on describing the protocol structure,

security argument, and efficiency of the quantum sequential transmission in-depth, relatively

more than modified quantum secret sharing protocols.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk

- Introduction: One of the most popular

quantum cryptographic primitives, except quan-

tum key distribution, is the quantum secret (or

state) sharing (QSS) protocol [1, 2]. The prim-

itive known as QSS is a process of splitting

a quantum information into several parts, and

then securely reconstructing the information,

but certain subparts are impossible to restoring

the information. (In the strict sense, the secret

sharing is different from the state sharing on its

goal [3], but we treat the same category.) There

are huge number of theoretical studies on QSS

protocols and, also exist experimental demon-

strations on QSS scheme in continuous-variable

regime e.g., Ref. [4, 5].

In this paper we will deform the original QSS

scheme to other one, and propose an information
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transmission protocol so-called “ε-secure quan-

tum sequential transmission” (QSTε), via some

modified QSS scheme, (ε-secure) information

splitting-reconstruction (ISRε) method. The ε

implies that security and efficiency of the pro-

tocols are dealt with an asymptotic considera-

tion. Shortly speaking, the quantum sequential

transmission protocol (see Fig. 1) can transmit

any quantum states, one party to another, under

the consent of all authorized participants having

classical secrets. Thus we hope that the proto-

col, QSTε, is applied to certain scheme such as

quantum sealed-bid auction [6] or, namely, quan-

tum email protocol. Furthermore, with the pro-

posed scheme, we study the question of finding

the minimal resources required to split and re-

construct of quantum information and to trans-

fer any quantum information sequentially.

First of all, we define a quantum one-time
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FIG. 1: Approximate m-party quantum sequential

transmission protocol: Using their secret classical in-

formation K, a sender transmits a quantum infor-

mation ρ securely and efficiently through the m − 1

ε-randomizing maps REj . Boxes with PK represent

the (appointed) n-qubit Pauli operations.

pad. Ambainis et al., [7] have first proposed a

quantum primitive known as private quantum

channel (PQC) for secure transmission of quan-

tum states, and have proven its security includ-

ing the optimality [8, 9]. Their complete ran-

domization scheme naturally gives birth to ap-

proximate approaches for quantum state ran-

domization [10–12]. We here adapt the ap-

proximate version of the Dickinson and Nayak’s

PQC [12] having relatively few Pauli operations

on a multi-qubit encoding. By exploiting the

following conventions and definitions, we will

present two quantum communication protocols

of which are efficient in the view point from min-

imal resources and security from a small infor-

mation leakages (ε < 1). But, in this paper, we

mainly concentrate our attention to the ε-secure

quantum sequential transmission scheme.

- Main protocol: If each ε-randomizing maps

between two users (j, j + 1), for every quantum

state ρ ∈ B(C2n), satisfy∥∥∥∥Rj(ρ)−
id

2n

∥∥∥∥
1

≤ ε
1
m , (1)

then we can always consist of QSTε protocol via

APQC they having∥∥∥∥R(ρ)− id

2n

∥∥∥∥
1

≤ (ε
1
m )m = ε, (2)

and consuming only O(n) secret classical keys

with
⊕m

i=1 ki = 0.

The estimation of Eq. (2), for any ε, allows us

to only use the classical key as n+2 log 1
ε+4 [12].

Notice that Dickinson and Nayak’s efficient con-

struction for the approximate private quantum

channel on n-qubit relies on McDiarmid’s in-

equality in probability analysis and a net ar-

gument on discretizing pure quantum states.

Strict security analyzes of the approximate pri-

vate quantum channel in security parameter ε

are renowned at Ref. [9], and see also Ref. [13].

- Summary: We have proposed a quantum

protocol for quantum sequential and ε-secure

transmission scheme via some modified quantum

secret sharing method. This scheme exploits

a relatively small (correlated) classical informa-

tion such as O(n) bits, about half of perfect PQC

case of 2n-bits, and transmit any n-qubit state

securely, so it is efficient. The security argu-

ment only depends on small ε (it is small value,

ε ≪ 1, for sufficiently large d in Hilbert space

Cd) in which an approximate private quantum

channel guarantee its security. Finally, we point

out that the security of the protocol must be sys-

tematically analyzed depending on the type of
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attackers, and be studied a noise stability. We

hope that the quantum sequential transmission,

QSTε, can be used and applied to quantum in-

formation processing.
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